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Abstract 

My thesis projects point of departure is the immediate neighbourhood where I 

currently reside.  Located at the corner of Hastings Street and Columbia, this region is 

significant as it straddles the line between two distinct zones of the city; not quite the 

downtown core and not entirely in the downtown eastside.  This liminal space is host to a 

variety of jarring contrasts that impact both the lives of local residents, and the spaces they 

inhabit.  My final work was designed to mimic the spatial dimensions of my micro-unit 

apartment, and reflect the various contradictions of modern urban living that surround my 

location: renewal/decay, wealthy/poor, public space/private space, healthy 

bodies/unhealthy bodies, formal/informal economies, and conformity/anarchy.  In the 

following document, I discuss the decision-making process that resulted in my thesis 

exhibition, Here and There and Their and Here, and examine how Walter Benjamin’s 

theory of allegory, and Henri Lefebvre’s concept of Rhythmanalysis, can be brought into a 

critical alignment and actualized in contemporary installation art.   

 
Keywords:  Allegory; Rhythmanalysis; Installation; Sculpture; Walter Benjamin; Henri     

Lefebvre 
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Here and There and Their and Here 

Introduction 

     My thesis projects point of departure is the immediate neighbourhood where I currently 

reside.  Located at the corner of Hastings Street and Columbia, this region is significant as 

it straddles the line between two distinct zones of the city, not quite the downtown core and 

not entirely in the downtown eastside.  This liminal space is host to jarring contrasts that 

impact the lives of local residents: rent-controlled apartments stand side-by-side with new 

condominiums; local businesses compete with the underground economy; people with 

money and good health mingle with those ravaged by mental illness and addiction begging 

for change on the street; buildings are bought and sold, torn down and rebuilt, and 

sometimes left to rot for indefinite periods of time, a mere shadow of their former selves.  

     My thesis installation, Here and There and Their and Here, was designed to mimic the 

spatial dimensions of my micro-unit apartment and reflect the various contradictions of 

modern urban living that surround my location: renewal/decay, wealthy/poor, public 

space/private space, healthy bodies/unhealthy bodies, formal/informal economies, and 

conformity/anarchy.  This project builds upon previous work I have created over the past 

year, and finds its theoretical foundation in my earlier research concerning the relationship 

between Henri Lefebvre’s concept of Rhythmanalysis, and Walter Benjamin’s concept of 

allegory, and their potential for material realization in contemporary installation art.   

Personal Context 

     On my first day in Vancouver, I walked to the SCA Woodwards campus by way of East 

Hastings St. from Commercial Dr.  That forty-minute walk was a revelation.  I recognize 

this might sound naïve, but I found it difficult to comprehend what I was seeing that day.  

Having been a city-dweller for most of my life, I have encountered poverty, gentrification, 

sex work, homelessness, and decay to various degrees.  I also have my own history of 

mental illness and addiction, so I’m familiar with those issues as well.  However, what I 

was completely unprepared for was the sight of all these things/people/issues condensed 

into a localized and highly visible site, and interacting to a degree I’ve never seen before.  
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     In August of 2015 I moved to my current location, a small micro-unit apartment at 

Hastings St. and Columbia.  Initially, I believed that my connection with this community 

was merely circumstantial, in that I was now physically living here yet still remained 

separate from it, like some kind of casual observer.  However, as the days and weeks 

passed I became increasingly aware of the fact that some of the struggles that define my 

daily life – battles with mental health, problems with drug addiction, feelings of 

desperation, anxiety, isolation and loneliness, and the short-term goal to simply survive 

from one day to the next– were reflected in the lives and daily activities of various people I 

encountered in my immediate neighbourhood.     

     This realization drove me to create work that would somehow acknowledge the various 

tensions, struggles and difficulties that impact the lives of residents in this particular 

environment, and to a certain degree, were impacting my life as well.  I recognized that I 

was a part of this community – living here, sharing some of its issues, aware of its 

problems – while simultaneously removed from it, isolated in my apartment and watching 

the world around me more than I was engaging with it.  Any future work I made would 

need to reflect my position as a participant in, and observer of, the patterns of my 

community, and recognize that my daily experiences were in no way representative of all 

the issues plaguing this environment, but perhaps they could offer some kind of starting 

point to provide increased awareness. 

Previous Work 

     Within my MFA, I’ve primarily focused on the day-to-day activities taking place outside 

my apartments sole window.  One project in particular is worth mentioning though, as its 

success, and many failures, provided valuable lessons that my thesis project would build 

upon.  I re-created the back alley of my building by constructing a large-scale installation 

composed of distressed looking “figures” dressed in found clothing, and positioned around 

a central streetlight.  Graffiti covered the walls, empty liquor bottles littered the floor, and a 

gigantic spray-painted sun, similar to one found in my neighbourhood, was placed on the 

back wall.   
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     Though I devoted significant time and effort in the creation of my installation, it was both 

ethically and aesthetically flawed.  My personal position in relation to the final work was 

that of an outsider.  Rather than explore how the activities of the back alley reflect systemic 

issues related to urbanization, I instead tried to re-create them, almost literally.  There was 

nothing in the work that could tell a potential viewer anything beyond what they already 

knew.  Though my aesthetic choices lacked depth and sophistication, I did incorporate a 

number of things/materials that would later form the backbone of my thesis project: graffiti-

like text, unfinished wood, concrete blocks, and found used clothing.  These humble 

materials provided me with an aesthetic language that was synonymous with the 

landscape and daily activities of my local environment, and represented a foundation from 

which I could build further work. 

Research 

     Henri Lefebvre was a 20th century French Marxist philosopher whose primary concern 

was the study of how people lived in the urban environment. 1   His theory of 

Rhythmanalysis posits the urban environment is host to a complex net of interconnected 

rhythms.  Circular rhythms are tied to the body and nature: eating, sleeping, defecating, 

breathing, and moving; linear rhythms are those imposed on human activities through the 

dual processes of capitalism and industrialization; employees on call, day or night, is a 

prime example.  Each rhythm measures repetition and frequency over a period of time, 

and both are in a state of constant tension and struggle within the urban environment.2  

     While Lefebvre would often say that it’s difficult to show rhythms, 3  since they’re 

intricately linked to time, place and movement, my thesis project instead was concerned 

with the acknowledgement of, and allusion to, the varied rhythms that compose my daily-

lived experience and that of my surroundings.  Rhythmanalysis heightened my awareness 

of my immediate environment by demonstrating that time, space, and the activities of the 
                                                

1 Meyer, Kurt.  Space, Difference, Everyday Life: Reading Henri Lefebvre.  New York.  Routledge:  
NY, 2008.  144 
2 Meyer, Kurt.  Space, Difference, Everyday Life: Reading Henri Lefebvre.  New York.  Routledge:  
NY, 2008.  146 
3 Lefebvre, Henri.  Rhythmanalysis: Space, Time and Everyday Life.  Bloomsbury Publishing, 2014.  
36 
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people occupying this space (myself included) are intricately linked.   

     Of greater relevance to my thesis project is the work of Walter Benjamin, a twentieth-

century German Jewish philosopher and essayist who wrote extensively on fragments, 

constellations and allegorical structure. 4  When focused through an allegorical lens, 

rhythms can be thought of in terms of fragments; arrested in place, ossified and broken 

apart into singular, smaller aspects of a much larger temporal/spatial totality.  Benjamin 

states that, "ideas are to objects as constellations are to stars."5  In a constellation of stars, 

from which Benjamin takes his inspiration, the most disparate of objects can be conjoined, 

aligned, or juxtaposed to create wholly unique and legible figures that lock into place.   

     For Benjamin, ideas operate in a similar fashion, and it's the job of the critic (and artist) 

to make connections between phenomenon by juxtaposing what was previously isolated 

and fragmented.6  Benjamin tries to seek out the "other nature" of a thing, object, or event 

that can be brought forth in the present to disrupt cohesive views of the world; these 

objects can then be re-interpreted in ways that are antithetical to what was originally 

intended, and this results in a kind of redemption that is entirely dependent on the truth 

creating power of the allegorical critic/artist.7 

     I want to reflect for a moment on something that has occupied my thoughts during the 

entirety of my MFA: How does one make an allegorical artwork? It’s one thing to recognize 

the components of Benjamin’s theory, but another thing entirely to actualize his insights in 

a work of art.  Through my research, and artistic production, I’ve come to believe that when 

certain objects/things are de-contextualized, whether by critical analyses or the hand of the 

artist, they can represent more than one meaning, and it’s this plurality of meaning, or at 

least the possibility of it, that allows a work of art to escape what might otherwise be a 

more literal or symbolic reading.   

                                                
4 Gilloch, Graeme.  Walter Benjamin:  Critical Constellations.  John Wiley & Sons, 2013.  69 
5 Benjamin, Walter.  The Origin of the German Tragic Drama.  trans. Osborne, John.  London, 
1977.  34 
6 Gilloch, Graeme.  Walter Benjamin:  Critical Constellations.  John Wiley & Sons, 2013.  70 
7 Benjamin, Walter.  The Origin of the German Tragic Drama.  trans. Osborne, John.  London, 
1977.  34 
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     Though it’s certainly abstract, I think Benjamin’s concept of fragments is key here: they 

can simultaneously allude to, abstract, and represent their original meaning and context.8  

When fragments are brought into some kind of alignment, like in a gallery installation for 

example, this can amplify the double-meaning effect that Benjamin ascribes to individual 

objects. My thesis project, Here and There and Their and Here, is composed of fragments, 

both in a material sense, through the use of text, wood, wallpaper, clothing, concrete 

blocks, and found objects, and in a conceptual sense by reflecting my lived experience, 

past and present, in the local environment. 

Here and There and Their and Here  

     My thesis project was primarily constructed from unfinished wood and designed to 

mimic the spatial dimensions of my micro-unit apartment.  The structure was relatively 

solid, yet also fragile when bumped or pushed, with the final work functioning as a stencil 

of sorts that concealed and contained the 220 square feet of accessible interior “living 

space”.  When first entering the gallery, the viewer encounters the back of the structure, 

requiring them to walk around either side to find the entrance and move within.  I chose 

this strategy to maintain the appearance of solidity and self-containment for as long as 

possible, and encourage viewers to spend time with the external shell. 

                                                
8  Owens, Craig. “The Allegorical Impulse: Towards a Theory of Postmodernism.” Beyond 
Recognition. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992.  69 
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Image 1.  External Installation View (back). Here and There and Their and Here.  Audain Gallery, 

September 2016.  Photo: Emiliano Sepulveda. 

     This past summer, prior to painting my text panels, I conducted extensive research on 

artists working with text: Edward Rushca, for example, would incorporate found words and 

phrases sourced from his immediate environment in his landscape paintings, 9  and 

Lawrence Weiner is particularly known for his conceptually based text installations in 

galleries and public spaces.10  Of most importance though is the work of Christopher Wool, 

a NY based painter who creates text paintings with large black-stencilled letters on white 

canvas, forming words and phrases he’s collected from his everyday life and then 

arranged into a grid-like pattern.  Wool’s paintings resist easy interpretation, and require 

                                                
9  Edward Ruscha Biography, BLOUINARTINFO, 2008. Retrieved 2016-11-05  
http://www.blouinartinfo.com/artists/edward-ruscha-109 
10  Smith, Roberta. “The Well-Placed Phrase as Art”.  NY Times Online.  Nov. 16,   2007.  
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/11/16/arts/design/16wein.html 
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the viewer to carefully decipher the fragmented words and phrases to understand their 

meaning.11    

     As I moved through my neighbourhood, I Listened to random utterances from the local 

population: “Smokes Packs Or Singles” for example, can be he heard on every street 

corner everyday as illegal cigarettes are bought and sold.  The phrase “Nothin’ Gonna Lick 

Dat” was heard as I walked by a group of individuals in the back alley that were referring to 

a dead pigeon that not even the rats would touch.  Like Wool’s paintings, my text panel’s 

feature broken sentence fragments that I’ve sourced from my local environment and 

preserved indefinitely.  They also exhibit a bruising/bleeding effect that is similar to the 

dense layering of graffiti tags on specific buildings in my neighbourhood.  The top layer of 

text struggles to emerge from the underlying chaos. 

     The repeating black and white damask pattern on the wallpaper is designed to blend 

together and direct the eye over and around it’s surface while resisting deeper penetration.  

This style of wallpaper (and the white trim above and below) also signifies a modern 

upscale domesticity, if somewhat banal, and references the interior of a designed living 

space, in sharp contrast to the street-like aesthetic of the text panels.  The installation was 

constructed so that both text and wallpaper panels were simultaneously facing inside and 

out, and this, created a pulse-like pattern that moves the eye from panel to panel 

regardless of where the viewer is situated, and partially collapses the boundaries between 

the interior and exterior shell of the structure. 

                                                
11  Smith, Roberta.  “Painting’s Endgame, Rendered Graphically”.  NY Times Online.  Oct. 24, 2013. 
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/25/arts/design/woolguggenheim.html?_r=4&mtrref=undefined&mtr
ref=www.nytimes.com&gwh=F9410F47AA805548AC37DD6D494E5D5B&gwt=pay 
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Image 2.  External Installation View (front).  Here and There and Their and Here.  Audain Gallery, 

September 2016.  Photo: Emiliano Sepulveda. 

     Whenever I pass through the local landscape, whether I’m heading to work by way of 

the back alley, or simply crossing the street to the nearest convenience store, I’ll stumble 

across a wide variety of apparel lying on the ground: balled up shorts, dirty ripped jackets, 

soggy blankets covered in grime, a dress shirt missing one of it’s sleeves.  The abandoned 

clothing never stays in one place for long, it’s there one day and gone the next.  I often find 

myself drawn to these discarded garments, haphazardly tossed around my 

neighbourhood, and intensely curious about their life cycle: how do they arrive, where do 

they ultimately go, and what previous history have they experienced? The found clothing 

always seems to possess some kind of residual energy, a kind of echo from their previous 

life that contrasts with their present fate.  

     During a six-week period this past summer, I carried garbage bags around my 

neighbourhood at random times, day and night, to collect whatever clothing I could find.       

For my thesis project, I manipulated the garments in two distinct ways: pulled through 

three-quarter inch holes that were drilled in the text panels, with the excess on the 
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opposite side bunched, trimmed and wallpapered over; and twisting/tying individual pieces 

into rope-like tendrils that were draped over stacked concrete blocks in the back corner of 

the structure, creating a small semi-enclosed space. The concrete blocks, a leftover 

material from nearby construction sites, regularly appear around my building, and serve 

three primary functions: an object on which to sit; a weight to hold something down, like a 

tarp for example; and an object to rest something on, like sellable goods.  

Image 3.  Interior Installation View.  Here and There and Their and Here.  Audain Gallery, 

September 2016.  Photo: Emiliano Sepulveda. 

     This back corner area of the installation represents for me the least resolved aspect of 

the final work.  My strategy with the enclosure was threefold: it was positioned away from 

the entrance to draw viewers in; it references ad hoc shelters built in the local environment 

that serve as temporary “living space”; and finally, it reflects my claustrophobic need to 

hide from the external world.  Though my rope-like tendrils abstracted the individual 

garments by altering their original purpose and intent, they simultaneously lacked depth 

and sophistication.   

     As I reflect on the exhibition, I question how this facet of the work could be resolved in 
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any future iteration. One potential solution is to use my found clothing in a slightly different 

manner: rather than draping them over concrete blocks, I could instead attach them to the 

ceiling so they hang down into the structure, not quite touching the floor, and increase their 

density to suggest a congealed solid mass.  By employing this strategy, I could still make a 

semi-enclosed space near the back of the structure for the viewer to find, behind the mass, 

while also abstracting the clothing to a greater degree.  

     

 Image 4.  Interior Installation View.  Here and There and Their and Here.  Audain Gallery, 

September 2016.  Photo: Emiliano Sepulveda. 

     During the final hours of the install period, as I was rushing to finish, I pushed all the 

leftover installation materials (clothing, trim, and wallpaper) into a side corner of the 

structure to keep the space “clean”.  My original intention was to remove this pile of debris 

when the work was complete, however, as that time quickly approached, I found myself 

increasingly staring at the pile, and reflecting on how my eyes moved across its textured 

and chaotic surface.  I made a last-minute decision to leave the debris pile where it lay, 
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and tried to enhance its aesthetic qualities by folding/weaving the materials together to a 

greater degree. 

     On the day of the exhibitions opening, I walked around my immediate neighbourhood 

and collected a variety of found materials: dried grass, flowers, sticks, syringe caps, used 

cigarettes, balled up paper, feathers, rocks, etc.  These found random objects, organic and 

non, were already decontextualized to a certain degree: the empty cigarette pack used to 

hold cigarettes; the safety cap used to be attached to a needle; the dried grass used to be 

alive; the flowers were grown somewhere else, but are now dying here.  By placing these 

objects in the folds of fabric poking through the walls, I was able to re-contextualize their 

meaning in relation to the overall structure, and contrast their varied textures with that of 

the clothing. 

Image 5.  External Installation View.  Here and There and Their and Here.  Audain Gallery, 

September 2016.  Photo: Emiliano Sepulveda. 

     The streetlight was also a found object of sorts. The sodium light was phenomenally 

bright, yet tempered as well by its concealment within the mini-enclosure. A diffuse orange 

glow gently bathed the interior of the installation and rendered a subtle crisscrossing 
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pattern on the ceiling above, in sharp contrast to the soft white overhead gallery lights that 

primarily illuminated the structure’s external text panels.  The contrast in light temperature 

suggested an interior component of the work for the viewer to discover, and subverted 

their expectations of its ultimate source. 

Further Reflections 

     This now brings me to my closing thoughts: how to situate both myself, and my thesis 

project, in relation to contemporary and historical art practice. I want to create politically 

engaged, socially conscious work that has the potential to positively impact my immediate 

environment, while also remaining critical and having aesthetic relevance in the greater art 

world.  I think this attitude/desire speaks to my generation: artists that have been raised, 

formally trained, and currently work within a time period that is largely removed from the 

heights of the modernism/postmodernism debates that dominated cultural theory and art 

making in the latter half of the twentieth century.   

     In 2010, Dutch cultural theorists Robin van den Akker and Timotheus Vermeulen 

coined the term “metamodernism” to describe this current paradigm.12  They believe that 

after the various crises of the past two decades – climate change, financial meltdown, the 

rise of the digital age, and the escalation of global conflicts – there is a collective desire for 

some kind of progression, change, sincerity and meaning in contemporary life and art.13 

They propose that “the postmodern culture of relativism, irony, and pastiche” is now over, 

having given way to a post-ideological condition that emphasises engagement, affect, and 

storytelling.14 

     Rather than move beyond the previous modernism/postmodernism debates, van den 

Akker and Vermeulen believe we need to return to them, but not to adopt static ideological 

                                                
12 Vermeulen, Timotheus and Van den Akker, Robin.  “Notes on Metamodernism.”  Journal of 
Aesthetics and Culture.  Vol 2 (2010).  Retrieved 12/08/16  
http://www.aestheticsandculture.net/index.php/jac/article/view/5677/6306#AF0001 
13 Vermeulen, Timotheus and Van den Akker, Robin.  “Notes on Metamodernism.”  Journal of 
Aesthetics and Culture.  Vol 2 (2010).  Retrieved 12/08/16  
http://www.aestheticsandculture.net/index.php/jac/article/view/5677/6306#AF0001 
14Vermeulen, Timotheus and Van den Akker, Robin.  “Notes on Metamodernism.”  Journal of 
Aesthetics and Culture.  Vol 2 (2010).  Retrieved 12/08/16  
http://www.aestheticsandculture.net/index.php/jac/article/view/5677/6306#AF0001  
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positions.15  Instead, and much like a pendulum, we need to oscillate between these 

supposed oppositions and borrow aspects of both, and this manifests as “a kind of 

informed naivety, a pragmatic idealism, a moderate fanaticism, oscillating between 

sincerity and irony, deconstruction and construction, apathy and affect.”16  In this sense, 

it’s ok to have utopic visions of society and a naïve belief in universal truths if you also 

recognize they might not be possible.  And it’s ok to be idealistic, enthusiastic, and sincere, 

if you also embrace pragmatism, apathy, doubt, and maybe a touch of ironic self-

awareness. 

     More and more I find myself looking to metamodernism for some inspiration as I 

question how to make relevant art in the present moment.  I live in a community where the 

wealthy and poor live side-by-side, where drug related deaths are on the rise and open-air 

drug use on the streets is a daily reality, where the processes of gentrification are slowly 

creeping in, and a place where the majority of its residents are struggling to survive by any 

means necessary.  Rather than standing outside of this community and looking in, I was 

now living here, seeing these problems firsthand and trying to make sense of my daily 

experiences.   

     With my thesis project, I felt a real urgency to highlight and make work about these 

complex social issues; however, I did so with the knowledge that I do not possess any 

answers or solutions, and I recognize that it’s impossible to comprehend or identify with all 

of the problems that plague this community.  In spite of this, I have a genuine and sincere 

desire, through my work, to affect some kind of positive change in this environment and 

bring attention to its myriad issues, while remaining sensitive to the 

lives/voices/experiences of the people that surround and share this space with me.   

     This attitude, I believe, ties in with one of the core underlying principles of 

metamodernism: to want meaning, change and some kind of progression in art and life. 

That this desire is potentially naïve and futile is beside the point, far more important is the 

                                                
15 Vermeulen, Timotheus and Van den Akker, Robin.  “Notes on Metamodernism.”  Journal of 
Aesthetics and Culture.  Vol 2 (2010).  Retrieved 12/08/16  
http://www.aestheticsandculture.net/index.php/jac/article/view/5677/6306#AF0001 
16 Turner, Luke.  “Metamodernism: A Brief Introduction.”  Notes on Metamodernism. Retrieved 
12/10/16  http://www.metamodernism.com/2015/01/12/metamodernism-a-brief-introduction/ 
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need to try despite this realization: try to negotiate the space between seemingly opposite 

positions, try to make politically engaged work that is critical and socially conscious, and 

regardless of whether I’m successful or not, try to make a positive impact on my 

environment through my studio practice.       

Image 6.  External Installation View (back).  Here and There and Their and Here.  Audain Gallery, 

September 2016.  Photo: Scott Saunders. 
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Image 7.  External Installation View.  Here and There and Their and Here.  Audain Gallery, 

September 2016.  Photo: Emiliano Sepulveda. 
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Image 8.  External Installation View.  Here and There and Their and Here.  Audain Gallery, 

September 2016.  Photo: Emiliano Sepulveda. 
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Image 9.  External Installation View (side).  Here and There and Their and Here.  Audain Gallery, 

September 2016.  Photo: Scott Saunders. 
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Image 10.  Interior Installation View.  Here and There and Their and Here.  Audain Gallery, 

September 2016.  Photo: Emiliano Sepulveda. 
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Image 11.  Interior Installation View.  Here and There and Their and Here.  Audain Gallery, 

September 2016.  Photo: Scott Saunders. 
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Image 12.  Interior Installation View.  Here and There and Their and Here.  Audain Gallery, 

September 2016.  Photo: Scott Saunders. 
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Image 13.  External Installation View.  Here and There and Their and Here.  Audain Gallery, 

September 2016.  Photo: Scott Saunders. 
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Image 14.  External Installation View.  Here and There and Their and Here.  Audain Gallery, 

September 2016.  Photo: Scott Saunders. 
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Image 15.  External Installation View.  Here and There and Their and Here.  Audain Gallery, 

September 2016.  Photo: Scott Saunders. 
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Appendix A 

 
Broken sentence fragments on text panels:  

 

1. DIS ARM NOT DAT 

2. NOT AGAIN HUH WHAT WHA 

3. WHERE YOU CAN RUN? 

4. ATE FRIED CAT YO 

5. NOTHIN GONNA LICK DAT 

6. LOOKIN FOR A POINT NOT EVEN 

7. SCRATCH OVER THER 

8. FUCK DAT MAIN ST SHIT 

9. GOTTA DRAG OFFA DAT BRO 

10. GREEN ROCK SCRIPS 

11. FISTED SISTER 

12. PACKS SINGLE SMOKES 

13. FUCK YO WHERE MY MONEY 

14. KNOW WHAT IM SAYIN BRAH 

15. GIMME DAT GOOD SHIT MAN 
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Appendix B 
 

 

 

 

 

Unexpected Alignments: 

 

An examination of Rhythmanalysis, Allegory, and Installation Art in the urban environment. 
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     My immediate neighborhood, at the corner of East Hastings St and Columbia, is  

 

significant as it straddles the line between two distinct zones of the city, not quite the  

 

downtown core and not entirely in the downtown eastside.  This liminal space is host to  

 

jarring contrasts that impact the lives of local residents: rent-controlled apartments stand  

 

side-by-side with new condominiums; local businesses compete with the underground  

 

economy; people with money and good health mingle with those ravaged by mental  

 

illness and addiction begging for change on the street; buildings are bought and sold,  

 

torn down and rebuilt, and sometimes left to rot for indefinite periods of time, a mere  

 

shadow of their former selves. 

      

     This paper will explore the possibility of using contemporary installation art to  

 

illuminate the various contradictions of modern urban living that surround my location:  

 

renewal/decay, wealthy/poor, public space/private space, healthy bodies/unhealthy  

 

bodies, formal/informal economies, and conformity/anarchy.  Furthermore, my research  

 

will draw on aspects of Henri Lefebvre's theory of Rhythmanalysis and Walter Benjamin's  

 

theory of allegory as I examine the day-to-day living patterns of both myself and the local  
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residents of my immediate environment. 

 

     At first glance it might appear as if there is little common ground between Lefebvre  

 

and Benjamin, however, they do have similar goals and perspectives in key areas of  

 

their work.   Both theorists wrote extensively throughout their careers on the nature  

 

of lived experience in the urban environment.  Lefebvre is concerned with the effects  

 

that spatial environs have on the behavioral patterns of the people who live there, while  

 

Benjamin focused on the "concrete" phenomenon of history; the things, objects, and  

 

fragments of everyday lived experience that can be reinterpreted by the allegorical critic in  

 

the present. 

 

     Everyday I sit in the window of my apartment and observe my surroundings.   

 

Immediately facing me, and covered with all manner of debris, garbage, and detritus, is  

 

the roof of a building that is connected to my own, back-to-back.  Behind and below this  

 

roof, and partially visible from my position, is the back alley which hosts all manner of  

 

activity: walking or running, drug-use and squatting, dumpster diving, recycling and  

 

deliveries to local shops.  To the left, right, and center, surrounding my position, are  
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various residential buildings: from condos and penthouses to single room occupancy  

 

hotels and publicly subsidized apartments.  This area is home to everyday rhythms that  

 

are specific to this location, and it is here that I will my focus my attention as I introduce  

 

Henri Lefebvre and his concept of Rhythmanalysis. 

  

     Henri Lefebvre was a 20th century French Marxist philosopher best known for his  

 

concepts of the critique of everyday life, the production of space.17  His concept of  

 

Rhythmanalysis was incomplete at the time of his death in 1992, then consisting of  

 

various essays that were brought together in book form and published posthumously,  

 

yet even in this  fractured state it still provides valuable insights into the inner-workings  

 

of my immediate environment.  Lefebvre believed he could design a method of analysis  

 

that could help to comprehend the complex net of interrelations, both temporal and  

 

spatial, that define urban living.18   

 

     Lefebvre's theory of Rhythmanalysis was intricately tied to and built on the  

 

                                                
17 Meyer, 144. 
18 Moore, 64. 
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foundation of his past work.  He introduced his concept of the critique of everyday life in  

 

the 1930's and believed it was his greatest contribution to Marxist theory. The everyday  

 

for Lefebvre is where all life occurs and the frame in which all human activities take  

 

place. 19 In this sense, everyday life then becomes the site of tension and struggle.   

 

Lefebvre argued that a critique of everyday life must focus its analysis on the things that  

 

make us social human beings to counter capitalism's desire to turn the everyday into a  

 

site of pure consumption.20  

 

     Lefebvre would next turn his attention to the production of space, building off his  

 

earlier theories on the critique of everyday life by collapsing the concepts of city and  

 

space into a unified theory.21  The crucial point that Lefebvre argued here was that social  

 

space was a social product, and the urban environment could not be understood as an  

 

independent material reality that exists outside of social practice.  For Lefebvre, space  

 

and time were the foundational components of social practice, and space especially is  

 

entwined with social reality; space is produced.22   

                                                
19 Elden, 110. 
20 Elden, 110. 
21 Schmid, 27. 
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     For Lefebvre, Rhythmanalysis naturally progressed from his earlier theories by  

 

identifying two core characteristics of everyday rhythms: they are concrete times that  

 

can only be experienced in a specific space, and he believed the study of rhythms  

 

(events/activities/practices) could lead to valuable insights regarding how life was being  

 

lived in the urban environment.23  Lefebvre desired to reorient the themes of everyday  

 

life: things, objects, media, politics, social relations, and the human body, in relation to  

 

the concept of rhythm.24 

 

     In "Rhythms, Streets, Cities" author Kurt Meyer offers a careful analysis of Lefebvre's  

 

theory.  There are two key rhythms that dominate everyday life: cyclical rhythms, and  

 

alternating rhythms (or linear).   Each rhythm is concerned with the measurement of  

 

repetition and frequency over a period of time.  An example of a cyclical rhythm would  

 

be the daily rising and setting of the sun at specific and known intervals that create  

 

predictable patterns.  Alternating rhythms, like streaming content on your computer, are  

 

                                                                                                                                               
22 Elden, 28. 
23 Lefebvre, 8. 
24 Lefebvre, ix. 
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less predictable, though they still occur with some kind of daily repetition and  

 

frequency.25    

  

     Lefebvre argues that the majority of human existence has been subject to natural,  

 

cyclical rhythms in the world, from birth to death, and that the predictable recurrence of  

 

day-to-day rhythms, both in the biological body and the external world outside that body,  

 

helped to create a sense of order and structure.26  However, once the industrial  

 

revolution began humans were increasingly subject to a quantified, abstract linear time  

 

as their fates were entwined with the processes of the industrial world.27  Of course,  

 

the effects of cyclical time have not disappeared, as humans are still driven by the  

 

needs of a body that exists in the natural world with its cycles and seasons, rather they  

 

are in conflict with, and subordinated to an abstract linear time that dominates human  

 

activity in modern industrial society. 

 

     Lefebvre identifies three types of critical alignment that can occur between them:  

 

Arrhythmia, Polyrhythmia, and Eurhythmia.  Arrhythmia is characterized by a conflict or  

                                                
25 Meyer, 146. 
26 Meyer, 146. 
27 Meyer, 148. 
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dissonance between multiple rhythms, while Polyrhythmia represents their basic co- 

 

existence.  Eurhythmia is characterized by a constructive interaction between multiple  

 

rhythms in a harmonious fashion.28  Lefebvre placed great emphasis on the body and  

 

argued the starting point for any Rhythmanalysis is here.  In order to observe the  

 

rhythms of the external world he believed that one must first turn inwards to the body  

 

and, like a tuning fork, use their own rhythms as a reference point.29  For Lefebvre, the  

 

Rhythymanalyst can identify the fragmented nature of capitalism and see the  

 

underlying rhythms that operate in everyday life.30   

 

     Chapter 3 of Lefebvre's book is devoted to observations he made while positioned in  

 

his apartment window overlooking the neighborhood.  Lefebvre lived at the bustling  

 

intersection of rue Rambuteau for many years, and his immediate neighborhood was  

 

surrounded by historically significant French monuments and residential buildings.  For  

 

Lefebvre, the window seat is the perfect place from which to observe his local  

 

                                                
28 Meyer, 149. 
29 Meyer, 150. 
30 Meyer, 150. 
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environment, as it simultaneously provides interesting sights and valuable insights  

 

regarding life on the street.  He sees bodies in space; living, human bodies that are  

 

walking alone or sometimes in groups, drifting, gesturing, moving here and there with  

 

various levels of urgency.31  

      

     For Lefebvre, groups of people arriving daily at regular intervals represent slow  

 

cyclical rhythms, like schoolchildren going to school in the morning or buildings  

 

emptying out for lunch.  Alternating rhythms mix with the cyclical: customers move in  

 

and out of the local shops at very short intervals, blue and white-collar workers stream  

 

past each other at random times, deliveries appear for local businesses, chance  

 

encounters happen on the street.32  

 

     Lefebvre believed that the urban environment was much like the human body, a  

 

dense, polyrhythmic field that was composed of countless interlocking rhythms that  

 

were either arrhythmic, which implies dissonance and conflict, or eurhythmic, which  

 

implies co-operation and harmony.  The urban environment, as well as the human body,  

                                                
31 Lefebvre, 28. 
32 Lefebvre, 30. 
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is subject to cyclical rhythms, tied to the natural world and biological clock, and  

 

alternating rhythms, which are linked with a quantified abstract time that was imposed  

 

on modern industrial society by the effects of capitalism. 

 

     Similar to Lefebvre, I sit in my apartment window observing the daily activities of my  

 

immediate environment, however, while Lefebvre was confronted with the bustling  

 

activity of a popular Parisian Boulevard, my position is removed from the frenetic pace  

 

of the surrounding streets and certainly more humble in its configuration.  Everyday I  

 

face a roof that is attached to the back of my building stretching 40 feet long and 25 feet  

 

wide.  At the end of the roof, opposite my position, is an 8 foot tall steel fence that  

 

secures the building from the adjacent alley.   

 

     The roof is saturated with debris: needles, plastic containers, clothes, bottles,  

 

cigarette butts, a broken stereo, two umbrellas, and many other objects that can only be  

 

classified as garbage.  This debris has accumulated over a period of time in this specific  

 

space, but the question is how?  Only with careful observation does the source  
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become clear.  Immediately to my right at a 90 degree angle and situated parallel to  

 

the roof is a weathered brick building of similar height to my own.  Four windows are  

 

visible and look over the roof, though I'm unable to see within.  Suddenly, a winter coat  

 

is thrown from a window and lands on the roof.  Ten minutes later a cigarette falls next  

 

to the coat, still lit and smoking, and later still, a bottle lands with a cracking sound upon  

 

impact.  

 

     The building next door is a single room occupancy hotel that rents to low-income  

 

residents in the neighborhood.  The debris laid out before me is generated exclusively  

 

by the four single room apartments to the right of my position, and once a month a man  

 

is hired by the owner of my building to climb onto the roof and clean up the debris.   

 

The roof is home to several overlapping rhythms, both cyclical and alternating, creating  

 

a polyrhythmic field that is at once arrhythmic and eurhythmic.  The accumulation of  

 

debris on the roof represents a slow cyclical rhythm in that there is a consistent and  

 

recognizable pattern of activity that occurs over a set period of time, which then reaches  

 

a saturation point.  A second cyclical rhythm is then introduced with the monthly  
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cleaning of the roof, and once finished, it resets the cycle.  These two rhythms are  

 

bound together, with each dependent on the other. 

 

     However, the speeds with which the debris accumulates and to what degree are  

 

alternating rhythms that link to the individual rhythms of the tenants in the neighboring  

 

building.  Debris rains down on the roof day and night, which suggests the tenants next  

 

door are themselves subject to cyclical and alternating rhythms, both individually and in  

 

relation to each other, that determine when they are home and for how long, whether  

 

they're sleeping or awake, and what kind of mood they're in and how this effect their  

 

actions.  The overlapping rhythms seen from my window are eurythmic, in that they co- 

 

operate to produce a pattern of activity that occurs at regular intervals of time in a  

 

specific space, and yet they are arrhythmic in contrast with the rhythms of the outlying  

 

city where this type of sustained behavior is rarely seen. 

 

     From my window I watch the alley as well, though only a small portion is visible, just  

 

down and to the left of where I sit, maybe 40 feet away.  Similar to the roof above it, the  
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back alley is home to a number of interlocking rhythms that create a polyrhythmic field.   

 

A forty-foot tall power transformer frames the alley with a low hanging streetlight.   

 

Different types of traffic pass through making use of this space:  the occasional taxi, a  

 

dump truck from a nearby construction site, delivery vans for local business, pedestrians  

 

from a variety of economic backgrounds, a garbage truck picking up waste, a cleaning  

 

crew spraying down the pavement, etc.   

 

     The majority of this traffic, both human and vehicular, is cyclical, arriving at fairly  

 

regular intervals on a day-to-day and weekly basis, however at random alternating  

 

intervals people will linger within my view-plane for extended periods of time as they  

 

rummage through the dumpster looking for recyclables, relieve themselves next to it, or  

 

situate themselves under the streetlight to shoot drugs into their arm.  The back alley is  

 

simultaneously a place of refuge, where individuals seek privacy to conduct their  

 

activities, and a public transit point that satisfies the economic needs of local  

 

businesses and the construction site nearby.   

 

     Residential buildings that reflect different levels of economic standing surround the  
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roof and back alley.  Across the alley sits a low-income apartment building of similar  

 

size to my own, while further back and to the left is a high-end condominium building  

 

with a rooftop garden, and immediately to my left is an apartment complex that caters to  

 

middle-class residents.  Every building in my field of vision has windows that not only  

 

look down on me, but the roof and back alley as well, and each building is home to its  

 

own set of rhythms: lights turn on and off, people appear, linger and disappear, curtains  

 

are pulled left and right, windows and balcony doors open and close, people step out,  

 

linger, and step back in, etc. 

 

     Lefebvre’s theory of Rhythmanalysis does provide some benefit in the analysis of my  

 

immediate environment.  In a certain sense, Rhythmanalysis is about investigation and  

 

data collection: Rhythms are both temporal and sensorial, so it is only with prolonged  

 

observation in a specific location, over a set duration of time, that one can begin to  

 

identify and understand the underlying patterns of behavior that influence how  

 

individuals interact within that particular space, and with the space itself.  After moving  
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to my current location, I became increasingly aware of the fact that some of the rhythms  

 

that define my daily life – battles with mental health, problems with drug addiction,  

 

feelings of desperation, anxiety, isolation and loneliness – were mirrored in the lives and  

 

daily activities of various people I encountered in my immediate neighbourhood.  I was  

 

now both observing and participating in the rhythms that encompass daily life in this  

 

community. 

 

    Lefebvre states about his observations, "No camera, no image or series of images  

 

can show these rhythms."33  This then begs the question: how exactly can I “show” the  

 

rhythms of my neighborhood?  Or better yet: can the rhythms I see on a daily basis be  

 

shown at all?  I can identify them, and understand them and their interactions in the  

 

urban environment, but to "show" them is far more difficult.  Rather than trying to "show"  

 

rhythms, which according to Lefebvre is a fruitless pursuit, perhaps instead I can  

 

abstract them, allude to them, and represent them to various degrees in a work of art.   

 

On its own, Rhythmanalysis provides valuable insights regarding one's surroundings,  

 

                                                
33 Lefebvre, 36. 
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but when brought into alignment with Walter Benjamin's theory of allegory and the genre  

 

of installation art, constructing what Benjamin refers to as a "constellation," it can help to  

 
inform the creative process with attention given to both temporal, and spatial aspects in  

 

equal measure.  

 

     Walter Benjamin was a twentieth-century German Jewish philosopher and essayist  

 

who, much like Henri Lefebvre, was influenced by and made significant contributions to  

 

Marxist theory. In 1923 Benjamin would begin to formulate his thoughts on allegory, and  

 

they would culminate with  his doctoral thesis, "The Origin of the German Tragic  

 

Drama," in 1928.  His dissertation analyzed the German mourning play, which was a  

 

specific type of theatrical drama commonplace during the baroque era of art history in  

 

the mid seventeenth century.  At first glance this seems like an obscure place for  

 

Benjamin to focus his efforts, as German baroque drama represents a little-studied area  

 

in the annals of art history, however, it is precisely because of this lack of critical  

 

engagement that Benjamin believed it to be fertile ground for the deployment of his  
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theory.34 

 

     Noted Benjamin historian, Bainard Cowan, states the mourning play was known for a  

 

simplicity of action that is similar to classic renaissance theatre, yet it also contained  

 

specific baroque elements.  He highlights a few of these characteristics: violent  

 

explosions of speech, a lack of conceptual depth in their characters, a dependency on  

 

props and machinery, and a specific focus on violence, suffering, and death.35 The  

 

mourning play was traditionally dismissed by critics as amateur and crude, and framed  

 

by analysis that was rooted in classical aesthetics.  Benjamin however believed that the  

 

mourning play had the capacity to be read in a radically different manner with the help of  

 

allegory.36 

 

     Benjamin argued that the era of the German morning play was one of military,  

 

political, and social catastrophes, and he cites the devastating thirty years war in  

 

central Europe as a prime example.  Benjamin writes that the baroque dramatists were  

 

unable to give meaning to the fragments and ruins of their natural environment, so  

                                                
34 Cowan, 110. 
35 Cowan, 110. 
36 Cowan, 111. 
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instead, out of desperation, they used allegorical strategies to rescue their transitory  

 

world forever.37  Benjamin believed the baroque drama gave a voice to this era of  

 

catastrophe and fragmentation, and allegory was their way of looking at, and a mode of  

 

understanding, for a ruined world full of objects and things that lack any significance in  

 

and of themselves.38  

 

     Benjamin’s analysis of the Baroque Dramatists, their historical period, the  

 

motivations behind their work, and their perspective on the world around them, has  

 

eerie parallels with my immediate neighborhood.  When I first moved to this location I  

 

found it difficult to comprehend what I was seeing: the levels of open-air drug use,  

 

addiction, poverty, homelessness, and mental health issues are staggering, and they’re  

 

condensed into a localized and highly visible site, and interacting to a degree I’ve never  

 

encountered before.  Similar to the Baroque Dramatists, I look around at my  

 

surroundings and see chaos, anarchy, decay, and fragmentation, and I question how to  

 

                                                
37 Cowan, 111. 
38 Cowan, 111. 
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incorporate and give meaning to these things/objects/experiences in my studio practice.     

 

     In his book, "Critical Constellations," Benjamin historian Graeme Gilloch provides  

 

insight into Benjamin's strategy.  The "things" or concrete phenomenon of history are  

 

like "stars" through which the critic constructs a "constellation" by juxtaposing what was  

 

previously isolated and fragmented.  These past objects can then be interpreted in ways  

 

that are antithetical to what was originally intended, and this results in a kind of  

 

redemption that is entirely dependent on the truth creating power of the allegorical critic  

 

in the present.39 

 

     According to Benjamin, the baroque dramatists no longer viewed nature and  

 

experience in terms of a living whole, rather they conceived of them as historical ruins  

 

that were marked by fracture, entropy, and decay.  In Benjamin's view, the objects and  

 

"things" of the world operate like fragments in that they refer back to their original  

 

context and the ideas that created them, and these ideas are related to a wider realm of  

 

ideas that are a part of, and help to create, a kind of universal truth.40  He likens the  

                                                
39 Gilloch, 70. 
40 Gilloch, 71. 
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fragment to a hieroglyph or rune that requires deciphering.  The critic must examine the  

 

numerous fragments around them to unlock their hidden, multiple meanings, resulting in  

 

the construction of a constellation (or idea) within a work of art.41  

 

     The mourning play, for Benjamin, best reflected the historical and political difficulties  

 

of its time, and he believed the power of allegory could capture this world, not in  

 

fullness, perfection, or beauty, which are criteria required by classical aesthetics, but  

 

rather in ruin, decay, and fragmentation.42 In this sense, the allegorist must adopt a  

 

position in relation to concrete phenomenon that is similar to that of the archaeologist in  

 

relation to historical ruins.  Much like the archaeologist, who labors to understand the  

 

past through analysis of the fragmented ruins of the present, the allegorist performs a  

 

similar intervention in the realm of ideas, tirelessly piecing together the clues at hand.   

 

This would suggest that over time ideas and objects are both subject  

 

to an entropy that obscures their original meaning.    

 

                                                
41 Gilloch, 120. 
42 Gilloch, 81. 
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     I feel it’s important to pause for a moment and ask this critical question:  How does  

 

one make an allegorical artwork?  Through my research, and artistic production, I’ve  

 

come to believe that when certain objects/things are de-contextualized, whether by  

 

critical analyses or the hand of the artist, they can represent more than one meaning,  

 

and it’s this plurality of meaning, or at least the possibility of it, that allows a work of art  

 

to escape what might otherwise be a more literal or symbolic reading.  Though it’s  

 

certainly abstract, I think Benjamin’s concept of fragments is key here: they can  

 

simultaneously allude to, abstract, and represent their original meaning and context.43   

 

When fragments are brought into some kind of alignment, like in a gallery installation for  

 

example, this can amplify the double-meaning effect that Benjamin ascribes to individual  

 

objects. 

 

     Benjamin's theory of allegory does share some identifiable traits with Henri  

 

Lefebvre's theory of Rhythmanalysis: first, both theories require an intervention into the  

 
                                                

43 Owens, Craig. “The Allegorical Impulse: Towards a Theory of Postmodernism.” Beyond 
Recognition. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992.  69 
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world by the critic to actualize their potential, second, they recognize the ephemerality of  

 

experience and the transitory nature of the natural world and desire to capture it in some  

 

manner, third, they understand the world around us is composed of a dense, complex  

 

net of interrelations that structure day-to-day living, and fourth, they 

 

focus on the minute details of everyday life, such as rhythms or fragments, in the belief  

 

that they are related to, and contain within them, significant aspects of the "whole." 

 

     Rhythmanalysis is primarily concerned with awareness, observation, and analysis,  

 

which can lead to valuable insights on how life is lived in the urban environment,  

 

however, it seems unable to articulate a methodology that could actualize these insights  

 

in a work of art.  One potential strategy is to allegorize Lefebvre's concept of rhythm by  

 

aligning it with Benjamin's concept of the fragment, creating a dialectical relationship  

 

wherein the meaning of one oscillates in relation to the other.  While it is difficult to  

 

"show" rhythms as movements through time and space, it is possible to focus them  

 

through an allegorical lens and think them in terms of fragments, which can be ossified  

 

and broken apart into singular, smaller aspects of a much larger temporal/spatial totality.   
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     When thought of in these terms, rhythms now operate like fragments in that they  

 

simultaneously allude to, abstract, and represent their original meaning and context, and  

 

they can be arranged into combinations that provide radically different perspectives on  

 

lived experience in the urban environment.    With the alignment between  

 

Rhythmanalysis and allegory now established, we can introduce the third point of this  

 

particular constellation, the genre of installation art, and examine how this mode of art- 

 

making can provide a viable material vehicle for the realization of both Lefebvre's  

 

and Benjamin's theories, as well as the daily patterns of my immediate environment. 

      

     Installation art is a relatively new genre in the world of art having only appeared  

 

within the last 30-40 years.  In her book, “Installation Art: A Critical History," Claire  

 

Bishop writes that installation can trace its roots back to the Happenings of the 1950's,  

 

and minimalist sculpture of the 1960's, rising to prominence in the 1970's and 1980's,  

 

and becoming positively mainstream by the 1990's.44  Its primary characteristic is the  

 

configuration of objects or "things" in a three-dimensional space, often site-specific and  

                                                
44 Bishop, 6. 
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temporary, which transforms the viewers perception of that space.   

 

     Bishop states that space is key, and installation art heightens the viewer’s  

 

awareness of how objects are arranged within it, as well as desiring contact between  

 

them.  Installation art typically presents the viewer with fragments that require  

 

deciphering and assemblage, and this in turn activates the viewer to some degree.  All  

 

the elements that compose an installation work are to be looked at as a single entity.45   

 

For Bishop, the installation work differs substantially from traditional media such as  

 

painting, sculpture, and video in that the viewer enters, moves around, and interacts  

 

with elements in the space, becoming a literal presence.  Bishop states, "Installation art  

 

presupposes an embodied viewer whose senses of touch, smell and sound are as  

 

heightened as their sense of vision."46 This kind of viewing experience sharply contrasts  

 

with standard modes of reception that require engagement with the work from a specific  

 

point of reference.47 

 

                                                
45 Bishop, 6. 
46 Bishop, 6. 
47 Bishop, 6. 
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     Installation is also linked with conceptual art due to its emphasis on ideas and  

 

experience, rather than traditional notions of quality, however, the installation differs in  

 

that its always tied to a physical space.48  Installation artists are unbound by traditional  

 

notions of material use, and can incorporate all manner of media, objects, or "things" in  

 

the construction of their work.  Nowhere is this more evident than in the practice of  

 

contemporary Swiss artist Thomas Hirschhorn, who is known for his massive,  

 

sprawling, installation works that are often assembled in public locations.  He uses an  

 

exceptional amount of cardboard, wood, tape, foil, and plastic in his work, and contrasts  

 

these materials with pornographic images, fluorescent lighting, and single channel video  

 

as well as various collages composed of text from his favorite authors.49   

    

     In the summer of 2013 Hirschhorn would construct the "Gramsci Monument," a  

 

sprawling pavilion-like complex encompassing 6000 square feet and located in the  

 

middle of the Forest Houses community project in New York City.  Forest Houses are a  

 

cluster of high-rise buildings that were erected in the 1950's and situated in the South  

                                                
48 Bishop, 6. 
49 Freuler, 1. 
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Bronx.  The community is home to a predominantly black population - 3376 residents in  

 

total - where the average monthly rent is $400.  Using people he recruited from the  

 

immediate community, Hirschhorn constructed the "Gramsci Monument" on the central  

 

green space that connects the surrounding buildings.  The work was dedicated to 20th  

 

century Italian political theorist Antonio Gramsci, and built using a fantastic amount of  

 

wood, Plexiglas and packing tape.  The structure was divided into various  

 

interconnected rooms, stages, and hallways that the viewer could move through and  

 

interact with.50 

 

    The "Gramsci Monument" opened on July 1, 2013 and over the course of 77 days  

 

this structure functioned as a DIY drop-in community center that was open to not only  

 

the Forest Houses community, which made up the majority of the traffic, but anyone  

 

else who travelled into the Bronx to see what was happening.  On any given day there  

 

were a host of activities, workshops, concerts, and lectures taking place.  Rooms were  

 

equipped with computer monitors and video games where kids could hang out and play,  

                                                
50 Pollack, 1. 
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and there was a "Gramsci" library with books either dedicated to, or written by Gramsci  

 

himself.  The books were loaned to Hirschhorn by the Italian American Institute at  

 

CUNY's Queens College, and there was even an in-house librarian to answer questions  

 

regarding the various Gramsci-related reading materials.51 

 

     In another section of the structure, editors worked to create a free daily newspaper  

 

that outlined the various activities that viewers could engage in, and there was a specific  

 

room housing a pirate-radio station that beamed out daily broadcasts of philosophy and  

 

light jazz .  If you found yourself hungry while traversing the installation you could make  

 

your way to the Gramsci cafeteria where $5 would buy you a lunch of chicken and rice,  

 

and if you had children (or were a child yourself) you could take a dip in the wading pool  

 

or visit the art classroom where free classes were given daily, many of which were led  

 

by Hirschhorn himself.52 

 

     Daily lectures were also featured in the Gramsci theatre and discussed philosophical  

 

                                                
51 Pollack, 1. 
52 Rizzo, 173. 
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topics such as, "Art between Immanence and Transcendence", while another space,  

 

dubbed the Gramsci gallery, displayed items that belonged to Gramsci - a wooden  

 

comb, felt slippers, a book - while he suffered through his imprisonment.  Small air  

 

conditioning units could be found throughout the structure to fend off the summer heat,  

 

and all of the furniture in the various rooms were covered entirely in cardboard and  

 

beige packing tape.53 

 

     Scrawled graffiti-like throughout the structure - on banners, the walls, furniture and  

 

floors - were various quotations attributed to Antoni Gramsci, such as, "I live, I am a  

 

partisan" or "I hate the indifferent."  A favorite quote from Hirschhorn, "Work = Yes!   

 

Quality = No!" also received its own banner.54  Finally, as can be seen in the  

 

majority of Hirschhorn's installations, there were hundreds of pages ripped out of  

 

various philosophical texts and attached to the walls both inside and outside of the  

 

structure.  Much like during the construction phase of his project, Hirschhorn employed  

 

dozens of locals to operate the installation and act as "tour guides" during its two-and-a- 

                                                
53 Rizzo, 173. 
54 Rizzo, 174. 
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half month exhibition. 

 

     Hirschhorn's "Gramsci Monument" exhibits all of the qualities that Claire Bishop cites  

 

as hallmarks of contemporary installation art: it was a temporary, three-dimensional  

 

structure that existed for a period of time in a particular space, and transformed peoples  

 

perceptions of that space; the entirety of the structure, all it's rooms, stages, and  

 

hallways, as well as the objects contained within, are to be looked at as a single work  

 

through which the viewer can move; it activates the viewer by encouraging their  

 

interaction with its elements through the use of touch, smell, hearing, and vision; and  

 

finally, as with all of Hirschhorn's work, there is an emphasis on ideas and impact, as  

 

opposed to quality, polish, and finish. 

 

     Though Hirschhorn never used the term allegory in relation to his "Gramsci  

 

Monument," the work does feature a number of elements that operate allegorically.  The  

 

haphazard way in which it was constructed and materialized has the visual effect of a  

 

modern day ruin, and the installation is composed of nothing but fragments: objects,  
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"things," text, quotations, wood, tape and plastic, ripped from their original context and  

 

brought together for this particular work.  There is no right way to look at this work, as its  

 

unbound by any conventional notions of temporal or spatial progression, rather it is  

 

endlessly open to interpretation, and requires intervention by the viewer in the present  

 

to construct constellations of meaning through the alignment of fragments.  In allegory,  

 

there is never a "final" or "finished" work, and in this respect, the "Gramsci Monument" is  

 

similar as well.  The work was always in a state of "becoming," but never quite finished;  

 

it changed daily with the activities of the people who used it. 

 

     The "Gramsci Monument" has connections with Rhythmanalysis as well, and not just  

 

in relation to the rhythm/fragment dialectic we touched on earlier wherein rhythms can  

 

be actualized as material fragments.  Installation art in general, and the "Gramsci  

 

Monument" in particular, might be unable to "show" rhythms as they exist in their natural  

 

state, but what they can do is generate rhythms of their own by creating the conditions  

 

for movement of human bodies through time and physical space, and this results in a  

 

heightened state of sensorial awareness in the viewer.  On a day-to-day basis, the  
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"Gramsci Monument" was host to a complex net of interlocking rhythms that resulted  

 

from the myriad ways in which the space was occupied and used.  Furthermore, with its  

 

strategic placement at the center of the Forest Houses building complex, the "Gramsci  

 

Monument" significantly impacted the everyday rhythms of the surrounding  

 

neighborhood by providing a critical space for social interaction, activity and community  

 

engagement.    

 

     When Rhythmanalysis and allegory are brought into alignment with installations art,  

 

they find a viable material vehicle for their realization, as can be seen in the practice of  

 

Thomas Hirschhorn. His "Gramsci Monument" was composed entirely of fragments: wood,  

 

cardboard, objects, things, and text. The viewer was required to engage with the work by  

 

moving through its various rooms, stages, and hallways, and make connections between  

 

the objects and "things" they encountered. The work was never truly finished; rather it was  

 

always engaged in a process of actualization that was dependent on the daily activities of  

 

its users. The "Gramsci Monument" generated rhythms as well, both within the structure,  
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as bodies moved through space, and without, as it significantly impacted the rhythms of  

 

the immediate community.  

 

     This paper was able to demonstrate that not only is Rhythmanalysis and allegory  

 

compatible, in that their primary goals and perspectives are similar, but they can also be  

 

deployed in the form of contemporary installation art, which can provide a material  

 

vehicle for their theories.  When Rhythmanalysis, allegory, and installation art are  

 

aligned in a specific, and mutually dependent constellation, they can provide inspiration  

 

for, and help to inform, the ongoing creative process.   
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